
Bee Movie
july 27th, 1:30-3:30 pm

(PG, 91 minutes)
Barry B. Benson, hates that he will have only one job for his entire life. He joins the 

team responsible for bringing the honey and pollination of hte flowers and visits the 
world outside the hive. He discovers that humans sell the honey the bees produce. Barry 
decides to sue the human race, with destructive consequences to nature. “Oops! = five.
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Rango
July 6th, 1:30-3:30 pm

(pG 107 minutes)
After a car accident, Rango winds up in an old western town called Dirt. What this town 

needs the most is water, but they also need a hero and a sheriff. The thirsty Rango 
instantly takes on the role of both and selfishly agrees to take on the case of their 

missing water. “Oops” to look for = three

over the hedge
july 13th, 1:30-3:30 pm

Raccoon con artist, RJ, arrives in a woods outside a human city, excited about teh 
wonders that livinr near humans can bring hungry animals. The animals venture over the 

hedge that separates them from the brand new suburban development that appeared 
over the winter while they were sleeping. Their comfortable lives in the woods appear to 

be threatened.... “Oops” to look for = two

pom poko
july 20th, 1:30-3:30 pm

(PG, 119 minutes)
As the human city development encroaches on the raccoon population’s forest and 
meadow habitat, the raccoons find themselves faced with the very real possibility 
of extinction. In response, the raccoons engage in a desperate struggle to stop the 

construction and preserve their home. “Oops to look for = One!

Enjoy these animated films and keep your eyes peeled for ways in which nature is (mis)rep-
resented! Find the “Oops!” we found and you can impress your friends. Find ALL of them 

(they are kind of tough) and win a prize for your family.  All films are FREE.
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